The Clockatoos are never late.
They always are on time.
But if they’re tardy, it may mean
their clocks have failed to chime.

And when their clocks are broken,
you might hear them weep about their plight,
till someone comes and pats their heads
and sets their insides right.
Clockatoos
By B. J. Lee

1. What does the word *weep* mean?
   a. sing      b. whistle
   c. cry       d. complain

2. Clockatoo is a word the poet made up by combining two words together. What words did she combine to make the word *clockatoo*?

3. Which word generally describes a clockatoo?
   a. punctual   b. tardy
   c. late       d. speedy

4. What does the word *plight* mean?
   a. a special occasion   b. a painful feeling
   c. a bad situation     d. a broken object

Challenge: Combine the names of an animal and an object to create a new type of animal. Write a poem or paragraph about your new animal.
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